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Welcome to ASEAN Connect, the ﬁrst
edition of PMI Region 15 Newsletter.
From the name you may recognize that
this newsletter covers South East Asia
region. Yes, the purpose of this newsletter
to share knowledge and information
among chapters and members in the
region. By having this newsletter we can
update what other chapters are doing
and support each other and of course
expanding our networks.

last September in Palembang. Singapore
has their “Project of the Year Award
2014-15” evaluation process ongoing.
Same with Thailand and Philippines they
highlight what they have done for the
chapters. You can ﬁnd the details in this
edition.

Each chapter contributes their articles
in this edition. Malaysia and Indonesia
highlight their International Symposiums.
Malaysia had their ﬁrst International
Symposium in August 2014 which was
attended by over 210 delegates from 8
different countries. Indonesia had theirs

Happy reading

I would like to thank all the editor team
members from all chapters in the region
for their contributions and supports to
get this newsletter ready for all of us.

Zamrud Kurnia, PMP
Editor in Chief
PMI ID #960952

PMI Thailand Chapter
http://www.pmithai.org

PMI Indonesia Chapter
http://www.pmi-indonesia.org

PMI Malaysia Chapter
http://www.pmi.org.my

PMI Philippines Chapter
http://www.pmi.org.ph

PMI Singapore Chapter
http://www.pmi.org.sg

The process of forming
the Bangkok, Thailand
PMI Chapter began in July
1999 with the approval
of the Letter of Intent.
Since then, a group of
professionals within the
project
management
profession have worked to
make this chapter a reality.
The Chapter completed the
requirements to become
a full ﬂedged PMI Chapter
in September 2001 and
received its Charter Charter
Plaque in November 2001.
Presently, the Chapter has
more than 170 members,
with the majority being Thai,
representing more than
60 companies in the ﬁelds
of
telecommunications,
information
technology,
oil & gas, engineering
and construction, as well
as Thai universities and
government organizations

The Project Management
Institute of Indonesia was
founded in 1996 and is an
organization dedicated to
enhancing, consolidating
and channeling Indonesian
project
management
knowledge and expertise for
beneﬁt of all stakeholders.
This organization is one
of the chapters of Project
Management Institute (PMI),
a nonproﬁt, worldwide
leading
professional
organization. Our members
and credential holders
span numerous industries,
businesses and many of
the Indonesian leading
corporations as well as
nonproﬁt institutions.

The Project Management
Institute, Malaysia Chapter
(PMIMY) is a Chapter of
the Project Management
Institute (PMI), the world’s
largest
not-for-proﬁt
membership association for
the project management
profession.
The
PMI
professional resources and
research empower more
than 700,000 members,
credential holders and
volunteers in nearly every
country in the world to
enhance their careers,
improve their organizations’
success and further mature
the profession.
PMIMY was founded in 1994
to advocate and advance
project
management
excellence and discipline in
Malaysia.

PMI Philippines is the
ofﬁcial country chapter of
the Project Management
Institute,
a
global
organization of project
management professionals
headquartered in the United
States dedicated to the
advancement of modern
Project Management.
In October 1996, the
PMI Philippines Chapter
was chartered in Boston
Massachusetts, and was
formally registered with the
Philippine Securities and
Exchange Commission in
July, 1997. PMI Philippines
is a non-proﬁt corporation
that seeks to educate its
members, as well as share
and exchange information
with
other
project
management practitioners.
Guided by the vision of its
Founding President, the late
Ruperto Kapunan, the PMI
- Philippines Chapter aims
to “Build Professionalism
in Project Management”
with the steadily growing
number
of
Filipino
practitioners though its
initiatives.

The Project Management
Institute Singapore Chapter
is the country chapter
of Project Management
Institute (PMI). The PMI
Singapore Chapter was
formally established in April
1, 1999 and is registered
with the Registrar of
Societies Singapore. A
Protem Committee led by
Dr. Yeo Khim Teck applied
and got approval for the
Chapter and drafted the
Constitution of the Chapter.
The ﬁrst Annual General
Meeting of the Chapter was
held on March 21, 2001.
The AGM adopted the
Constitution of the Chapter
and formally launched the
operation of AGM.
Currently there are 2005
members registered with
PMI as Singapore Chapter
Members.
The Singapore chapter is
very active and conducts
various
activities
for
its members such as
Focus Groups, member’s
networking
and
social
activities,
professional
development and training
and conferences.

“Good things happen
when you stay involved with PMI”

From
R15 Mentor
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Mohammad Ichsan, PMP, PMI-SP
Region 15 Mentor,
Project Management Institute
mohammad.ichsan@mentor.pmi.org
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Dear PMI Chapter Members in Region 15,
It is my greatest honor to inform you know that 1st Region 15 Newsletter is now
published. Some of you have been probably wondering, what the Region 15 all
about, but once you read this newsletter you will know what we have been doing.
Out of 16 Regions that have been established by Project Management Institute,
the Region 15 covers the South East Asian Region such Philippines, Indonesia,
Singapore, Malaysia, Thailand and last but not least who has just been established
the PMI Vietnam Chapter. In this part, I would like to join me in warm welcoming
them into our big family in Region 15.
As one big family that is located scattered in the South East Asian Region, where
all of us (I believe it so) are very busy with our daily professional activities and
meanwhile still have to support our chapters, of course it is not easy to know what
are our other PMI ‘relatives’ doing. Some of them are doing conferences or inviting
top notched speakers or translating the PMBoK and any other activities. We might
have been able to be part of other chapters great activities, of course if we know it.
I also believe that among us are in the position to help and learn from each other,
again if we know each other we know what we are going to support.
In order to close the gap, the initiative has been set up and ﬁnally it comes into the
action. By having our R15 Newsletter, we update what we are doing in the region,
so then it is much easier for us to involve, to support or even to learn from it. I also
strongly believe that geographical constraint or even culture and time difference,
shall strengthen us and that’s why we can grow together. If our past senior leaders
can establish great relationship in one great organization such ASEAN (Association
of South East Asian Nations, www.asean.org), why can’t we? The path is there, we
just have to follow it, but this time we speed it up!
I trust that this will not be the ﬁrst and the only newsletter (or even any other
activities in the region), but as our passion in to enhance professionalism in Project
Management, the other great activities will follow and they will be more exciting.
I cannot wait to see all of you in any other event within R15! Let’s do it together. Last
but not least, I would like to thank all of appointed board members (Will Vattananun,
PMP, Ahmad Zakaria Md Ali, PMP, See Chim Hock, PMP, PMI-RMP, Chaps Agbayani
and Zamrud Kurnia, PMP) from each chapter in R15, who have worked beyond the
limit to produce it and I hope you enjoy the ﬁrst edition of R15 Newsletter.
Keep it up!
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Thailand

PMI Thailand Chapter membership growth is slow but steady.

We are getting there.
By Will Vattananun, PMP
VP for Communication, PMI Thailand Chapter

Back in May 2013, I joined PMI Thailand Chapter as an ofﬁcial
volunteer. As a Thai citizen living abroad and working in project
management area, I had always been interested in sharing and
contributing my knowledge and experience with other project
managers in my home country. Joining the other volunteers for
Thailand Chapter was a great opportunity for me to do so and it
was the right decision.
Dr. Petros Rigas initially invited me to help out in various areas
but mostly concentrated on improving communication and
collaboration among our members. I began writing articles for
the Chapter’s website and sourced many other articles from our
volunteering members and published them on our Chapter’s
Quarterly newsletter. We only had approximately 150 members
at the time. 12 months later today, we’re over 200 members.
also earned 7 PDUs, if they were already certiﬁed. It was the best
deal ever.
The event took place on September 27, 2014 and 35 people
were in attendance. We managed to register 6 new PMI and PMI
Thailand Chapter members through the event. A month later 18
new members joined our chapter. Our total chapter membership
count is at 201 and counting. We think it was a good strategy and
a good attempt on our part to help drive membership growth but
we somehow still feel something could be done to help reduce the
total cost of membership, which could be considered expensive
given the standard living cost in Thailand.

We tried many strategies to drive our membership growth. We
focused mainly on social media speciﬁcally through Facebook,
LinkedIn, Twitter, as well as establishing our own Youtube Channel.
We uploaded new contents and attempted to engage potential
members by sharing valuable information on Project Management.
The number of new members had been growing but still didn’t
seem to gain any traction. Our organized events and meetings
seemed to have attracted few new participants to make a big
difference in number. We decided it’s time to try something new
to entice new members to join our chapter.
We offered a free PMI and Chapter membership, at $160 USD
value if participants would join a new event and seminar focused
on Project Management special topics. The event title was “A
Project Management Seminar: Driving Sustainable Businesses
Through Project Management”. It was our ﬁrst time organizing an
event to drive membership growth. We invited experts from the
region to share with us experiences from their ﬁelds. Participants

Topics discussed were diverse but critical in the application of
project management principles speciﬁcally when our speakers
come from various industries: Oracle in IT Industry, Healthcare,
and Banking. We also had a panel discussion that involved Thai
and non-Thai project managers discussing diversity and the role of
culture in managing projects. Many ideas were shared and many
lessons learned that should help project managers ‘craft’ smarter
ways of applying project management skills and processes in a
culture that is very different from the western ways.
We are conﬁdent that our membership growth will continue as
long as we’re engaging with our members and as long we’re
introducing value-added events and activities for them. Still and
as mentioned earlier, we somehow feel the excessive costs for a
PMI Membership is a major hurdle for us and a primary reason
our Chapter continues to struggle in its attempt to increase its
membership count. We hope that PMI can consider alternative
methods to help encourage our efforts in further expanding
knowledge in Project Management in Thailand and around this
region.

Malaysia
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PMI Malaysia Chapter

International Symposium 2014
By William Wong, PMP
Director of Planning, PMI Malaysia Chapter

PMI Malaysia Chapter hosted its ﬁrst ever International Symposium
in Istana Hotel, Kuala Lumpur on 20 – 22 August 2014. Over 210
delegates from 8 different countries attended this event, which
consists of a 2-day conference followed by a workshop on
stakeholder management on the ﬁnal day.
This event marks the biggest event organized by the chapter to
date; as shown by the representation of delegates from over 70
companies (some of which are listed in Fortune 500) of various
industries including Oil & Gas, Construction, IT, Telco, Audit / Tax,
Energy, and many more.
The symposium conference started with a keynote address from
PMI Malaysia Chapter’s Project Manager of the Year 2014, Tuan
Haji Burhanuddin Md Radzi, Managing Director of Les’ Copaque
(the home grown company that produced Malaysia’s ﬁrst ever
3D animation movie), on the the topic “Can the Project Manager
be the next CEO?” Other programs include 7 interactive panel
discussions, featuring panelists from senior leadership personnel
of top Malaysian corporations and Multi National Companies; and
5 mega projects case studies.
Delegates and panelists had the unique opportunity to interact
with each other during the discussions on experiences, views
and insights of managing complex project environments such
as moving from tactical to strategic orientation, developing
a compelling project management value proposition, and
project troubleshooting & recovery. The exchange of ideas and
perspectives from the diverse industry of delegates has proven
to be the highlight of the symposium, which opened the minds of
delegates and panelists alike.
Delegates were also treated with case studies of successes,
lessons learnt and effective project management skills of mega

projects like the Burj Khalifa of Dubai and the award winning Lucas
Sandcrawler Building in Singapore, presented by the people who
had ﬁrst hand involvement in managing these mega projects.
The symposium concluded with a full day workshop on the 3rd day
on Best Practices in Managing Project Stakeholders for Project
Success, led by Bob Mittelsdorf of Mittelsdorf Consultancy.
With the encouraging turnout and positive feedback of the
inaugural symposium, the chapter has already started work for
2015’s edition, which is tentatively scheduled on 17th – 19th August
2015 in Kuala Lumpur. The chapter expects an even larger number
of delegates, riding on the success of the ﬁrst symposium.

Philipines
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Innovation: Changing
By Chaps Agbayani
Programs Committee, PMI Philipines Chapter

for the Better

and exciting ways of bringing in more value to its members. Little
by little, innovations and improvements are being put in. In 2014,
one of the changes we have successfully put in are Innovations
on the delivery of technical sessions.
Instead of the regular 2 hours session of purely technical subject,
the chapter has changed this to have 2 topics -- a one hour
session with a speaker on technical matters and another hour
for a speaker on a soft skill, corporate social responsibility (CSR)
or other non-technical subject that is equally important for
a project manager. This provides a more holistic approach in
helping participants be better project management professionals.
Positive results have come out of this change as the chapter has
been breaking records in terms of attendees.

It has been said before that change is the only constant thing in
this world, and yes, it is true. Change is something that we all have
to cope with - otherwise we would be left behind stagnating in
our paradigm of reality. Change can be considered similar to the
turning of the table of a potter, sometimes it’s fast and sometimes
it’s slow. How the potter holds and molds the clay determines the
resulting masterpiece.
The PMI Philippines Chapter, like the potter, faces the challenge
to keep up with the changing times. The chapter is ﬁnding new

In addition, a second location of the technical session was planned
to cater to a wider market. Previously the chapter holds its events
in Ortigas (one of the business districts in Metro Manila). In 2014,
sessions were held alternately in both Ortigas and Makati areas.
Though it requires additional work in terms of planning and
logistics we have successfully reached out to a wider audience.
This change has brought in larger turn outs which previously was
very difﬁcult to achieve.
Change is really something inevitable but how you manage to
cope with it really determines the outcome. Like the potter, PMI PH
Chapter continues to work hard to achieve that masterpiece which
is a nation with higher appreciation, practice and understanding
of project management.

Indonesia
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PMI Indonesia Chapter –

Symposium and Exhibition 2014
By Corina Munthe
VP Marketing, PMI Indonesia Chapter

PMI Indonesia Chapter had successfully accomplished the 4th
Symposium and Exhibition called SYMEX on September 9-10,
2014 in Palembang, South Sumatera Province.
The success had followed the success of last 3 (three) SYMEX in
2011 held in Bali Province, in 2012 held in Yogyakarta at Yogyakarta
Province and in 2013 held in Bandung West Java Province.
All the SYMEX were organized by Chapter’s members who were
involved and commited as volunteers. The 1st SYMEX was led by
Ms. Anna Khodijah, PMP, PMI-SP who presently is in charge as
board member of VP Branch. The 2nd SYMEX was led by Mrs.
Corina Permatasari, at present is in charge as VP Marketing. The
3rd SYMEX was led by Ms. Alin Veronika, PMP, PMI-RMP, who at
present is in charge as General Secretary. and the last SYMEX
was led by Mr. Yudha Damiat, PMP who is at present serves as
VP Branch. None of the SYMEX was fully organized by 3rd party,
however some event organizers were hired to assist the chapter
for marketing and communication and the event on D day.
SYMEX participants gradually increased in average from 100
to 200 participants from various industries such as IT, TELCO,
Construction, EPC, Oil and Gas, Banking, University etc. About
90% of the participants attended were corporate sponsored. . This
means there is still less participants attended the SYMEX at their
own expense. However, the enthusiasm was still huge as they
had written at the back of SYMEX questionnaires. Many of the
participants would still love to come back to the next SYMEX.

The SYMEX is approached as a project. During the initiating
stage, PMI Indonesia Board of Directors and board members will
appoint three to four volunteers which then assessed to see if they
are qualiﬁed to be nominated as a Project Manager candidate.
An election will be conducted to appoint the Project Manager. A
project charter will then be issued by the President Chapter for the
next step of SYMEX preparation by the elected Project Manager.
Next, Project Manager will start to form a project organization
structure and ﬁll in every box in the structure. Normally, the
structure are divided into 3 main functions as subordinate teams
i.e. Marketing and Sponsorhip Teams, Speaker Team and Event
Team. These 3 functions are then broken down into the detailed
functions. A good collaboration with local universities has helped
the committee to handle detailed activities such as ushering and
registration.
The project preparation usually takes about 8 to 9 months. SYMEX
is usually held in month of September onward, therefore the
SYMEX project should start the preparation from the beginning
of the year.
About funding strategy, SYMEX is funded about 40% by the
participants and 60% by sponsors. PMI Indonesia Chapter designs
tempting sponsorship packages. The package starts from the
lowest ,silver package, and up to the highest ,platinum package. It
is not strange to the Chapter when the number of sponsors keeps
increasing every year. A few of the sponsors had been very loyal
as they had contributed all the way back to the 1st SYMEX.
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As part of Region 15 member, PMI Indonesia chapter is willing to
share the success of the SYMEX project to other chapters within
Region 15 on how to organize the Project, the Organizational
Project Asset, the team building and the togetherness.
Currently, the Chapter has started the preparation of the 5th
SYMEX which will be held at Jakarta. Project Manager role has
been appointed to Mr. Dodi Darundriyo, PMP. He also serves
as a board of Marketing. The SYMEX project team has been
formed. The steps will remain the same, and the project team
now is starting to create a very exciting event to fulﬁll the wishlist
from the 4th SYMEX participants.

Hopefully the 5th SYMEX year 2015 will continue the success of
previous SYMEXes.
See you then, don’t miss our next SYMEX. An unforgettable
event is being created for you to memorize.

Indonesia
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Project Management Challenge 2014 –

Nurturing Future Project Leaders is Fun!
By Dr. Budi Hartono
Director of Yogyakarta Branch, PMI Indonesia Chapter

“Tell me then I will forget. Show me then
I will remember. Involve me then I will
understand” – Eastern Proverb
The annual student competition-cum-boot camp in project
management was up and running again. The summit of the Project
Management Challenge 2014 (PMC2014) was held on May 30th
to June 1st 2014 in Yogyakarta, Indonesia with a theme of ‘Project
Management for ASEAN Development’. In the spirit of continuous
improvement, PMC2014 provided a wider coverage in terms of
topic, participants’ origins, and judges if compared to the previous
year event. The event was spearheaded by project committee
from the Yogyakarta Branch (YB) of Project Management Institute
Indonesia Chapter (PMIIC) with a full support from PMIIC and
Universitas Gadjah Mada. Various companies had also provided
their ﬁnancial supports for the event.
Inspired by the mentioned proverb, PMC2014 provides media for
university students across ASEAN region to learn about project
management, to be inspired by project management experts, to
compete with other teams, to build international network, and
basically to have FUN. Fifty one (51) teams of university students
from ASEAN countries (Indonesia, Malaysia, Myanmar, Philippine,
Thailand, and Brunei) participated at the preliminary round by
online submitting their project proposals pertinent to the theme.
A panel of distinguished judges (from PMI Indonesia, Malaysia,
and Austria chapters) provided their evaluations and feedbacks.
Top ten teams were then invited to participate at the PMC2014
summit at Yogyakarta Indonesia.
Being designed as a boot-camp, the summit comprised of various
indoor and outdoor (ﬁeld study) learning activities which tested
the participants’ hard and soft skills to the limits. In every activity,
participants were challenged with team assignment to be tackled
by means of project management methodology (i.e. PMI’s PMBOK)
under severe time and resource constraints. Teams were then
required to present their newly developed project plans before
the judges. Performances for all activities were closely monitored
and evaluated. The winner for the PMC2014 was REIS - a team
comprising students from Universitas Indonesia.
The event seemed to give a remarkable impression for the
participants. When asked about the event, all of participants gave
positive remarks. Here are some of their comments:

“It was a good learning experience from the judges’ comments
and the fellow contestants for those who want to learn more
about project management” – Participant, PMC 2014
“There are many improvements at PMC 2014 than before.
Good services, good event, and absolutely great last speaker.
Congratulations!” – Participant of PMC2013 and PMC2014
“Super awesome! Full of very good teams and also very inspiring
speaker. Moreover special thanks to the committee, especially my
LO, for the hospitality, good food, good hotel and good event.” –
Participant, PMC2014
So, future project leaders, be prepared for the next PMC2015 in
Yogyakarta, Indonesia! Have FUN!
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PMP Study Group
Understanding is A LOT better than Memorizing
By Crysanthus Raharjo, PMP
Board of Education, PMI Indonesia Chapter

O

ne of the most valuable programs from PMI Indonesia
Chapter is the PMP Study Group (PMPSG), a free of charge
program designed speciﬁcally to raise PMP credentials in
Indonesia by helping PMI Indonesia Chapter member who wants
to take the PMP certiﬁcation. It takes 13 weeks to complete
(based on PMBOK 5th Edition chapter) and it is quite different
from the regular training provided by training provider. PMP
Study Group mainly focuses on understanding the concepts of
Project Management as a whole and each knowledge areas based
on Project Management Body of Knowledge.
I’ve personally experienced this ﬁrst hand when I joined PMP
Study Group season 3 in May 2013. At that time, I’ve just failed
my ﬁrst attempt despite all the effort that I’ve given to it. It
frustrated me, probably like everyone else who failed the exam,
but I still decided to have a go. Joining the PMP Study Group was
the right decision. The mentors, whom
are all volunteered and PMP certiﬁed,
make sure all the concepts within the
“True learning
PMBOK are covered. They facilitate topic
does not
discussions and challenge all the study
group participants to proactively speak up
occur until
their mind so they would know whether
we are able to
the participant understand the correct
understand the
concept or not. And not just that, they
information
also shares their experiences and tips in
then apply it to
preparing for the PMP Exam. Finally I got
my PMP credentials just within 3 weeks
our daily life”
after I joined PMP study group and I can

apply some of the concepts that I learned within my daily life.
Now, after three years since its ﬁrst launch in early 2012, PMP
Study Group has helped 45 professionals to attain their PMP
credentials and counting.. It is a great number to achieve and all
of them who passed the PMP credentials are now mentors for the
study group. They are giving back their entire lesson learned to
the new participants.
These are some of the recent comments from the alumni of PMP
Study Group:

“During the Study Group sessions, many concepts become much
simpler. This is because the mentors could communicate and
integrate the concepts clearly. Also during their spare time, all the
mentors wouldn’t mind answering if there any questions from us.”
[Luthﬁ Taba Gunawan, PMP – PMPSG alumni season 4]

“Study group is not only you can have the opportunity to
discuss material but also will enhance your motivation through
encouragement and mutual support. As a bonus, this is the
opportunity to have a network with other project managers and
develop our interpersonal skills.”
[Muhammad Subair, PMP – PMPSG alumni season 5]

“Then I got to know PMI Indonesia Chapter Study Group sessions,
which I participated twice to get the hints and tips from those who
already graduated, and somehow these sessions gave me better
understanding on how to proceed further”
[Daniel B. Tandjung, PMP – PMPSG alumni season 6]

Singapore
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Project Management

for Social Good

By Mr. Seow Aik Hoe, PMP, PMI-RMP
Assistant Secretary, PMI Singapore Chapter

PMI Singapore Support to Youth Project
Management and Project Management
Education

Cheque presentation by Mr. Umesh, President of PMI-Singapore
Chapter, together with the Vice Presidents of the Chapter Mr. Rama
Prasad Mamidi and Mr. See Chim Hock, to Dr. Wang Jianguo,
Director, Republic Polytechnic-School of Engineering.

On 31st October 2014 evening, a cheque presentation ceremony
between the Project Management Institute- Singapore Chapter
(SPMI) and our strategic educational partner, Republic PolytechnicSchool of Engineering (RP-SEG) was held in Republic Polytechnic
Heritage Room.
PMI-Singapore Chapter (SPMI) has been an active sponsor to
Republic Polytechnic (RP) for their Diploma Prizes, Module Prizes,
Gold Medal Awards and Scholarships since Year 2011. To bring
this relationship further, PMI-Singapore Chapter and RP signed a
Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) in 2012. This year, PMISingapore Chapter also provides an internship opportunity to one
RP student as well as takes in some ﬁnal year RP-SEG students
to do a graduation project. Over the past three years, RP-SEG
has been sending student helpers to support PMI Regional
Symposiums. In addition, PMI-Singapore Chapter has regularly
invited RP students to attend and to participate in their Focus
Group Discussion and Professional Development events, which
allow young project management students to gain up-to-date
knowledge and experiences from the industry practitioners.

“The various initiatives and our donation of scholarship and gold
medal prizes to Republic Polytechnic further reafﬁrm the chapter’s
commitment to groom young project management professionals
and the chapter’s support to contribute to the project management
education.” Mr. Umesh Ursekar, President PMI-Singapore Chapter,
said in his speech during the presentation ceremony.
During the cheque presentation ceremony, Mr. Umesh Ursekar,
President PMI-Singapore Chapter, together with Mr. Rama Prasad
Mamidi (Vice President) and Mr. See Chim Hock (Vice President,
PMIef Liaision for Singapore) presented a cheque to Dr. Wang
Jianguo, Director, RP-SEG. The donation by PMI-Singapore
Chapter will include one Scholarship and three Gold Medal Prizes,
to be awarded to the top students in the polytechnic.
PMI Singapore Chapter supports the PMIef initiatives in
academic outreach.
PMI Singapore Chapter has initiated the internal Student Chapter
since 2009. Since then, we have engaged local universities,
polytechnics and other Non-Proﬁt organization to share the
project management training and experience.
The full-time students are exempted from paying the chapter
membership fees to join Singapore Chapter. However they enjoy
similar beneﬁts except voting rights. We trust that, through the
partnership with the academic institution, we will be able to
spread the Project Management knowhow and experience to the
future workforce, thus generating stream of future membership.

Group Photo comprising of PMI-Singapore Chapter board
members and staff of Republic Polytechnic during the cheque
presentation ceremony.
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Project of the Year Award 2014-15
By Mr. Rashid Mohiuddin, PMP
Executive Board Member, PMI Singapore Chapter
Chair Person for Project of the Year Award 2014-15.
Overview
PMI-Singapore Chapter (SPMI) is the largest chapters in Region-15
with more than 2000 members, and there are almost 10,000 PMP
credential holders in Singapore.
SPMI Project of the Year Award 2014-15 is the ﬁrst-ever award of its
kind announced by the PMI-Singapore Chapter (SPMI) in this term.
These awards will be given to projects in Singapore that have produced outstanding results and demonstrated excellence in the ﬁeld
of Project Management.
The judges’ panel comprises of leading business leaders, including
Mr. Steve Walker (CIO, DHL Supply Chain Service), Mr. Khoong Hock
Yun ( Asst. CEO, IDA Singapore), Mr. Yap Tiem Yew (Group Director,
HDB Singapore), Mr. Alex Siow (Managing Director, Accenture), Mr.
Moiz Husain (Project Executive, ExxonMobil), and Mr. Jay Wadhwani
(Managing Director, Jacobs Engineering Singapore). More program
details are available at http://www.tinyurl.com/spmi-poy
Key Features & Beneﬁts
1. One of the most prestigious awards for the project management
professionals and the organizations in Singapore to get recognized and rewarded for their outstanding projects.
2. A platform for the organizations to showcase their capabilities
and achievements, and learn from other organizations.
3. Organizations can assess their PM maturity and adopt PM best
practices by engaging with PMI.
4. Organizations can raise the awareness of the projects and the PM
profession among their senior executives.
5. The winners of SPMI-POY can compete in the global PMI awards.
Thus, raising the recognition at the global level.
6. The SPMI-POY winners will be recognized in SPMI publications,
website and during the SPMI Regional Symposium.
7. The SPMI-POY winners will also be recognized in PMI Region 15
publications.
Awards Categories
1. Awards will be presented under the following 2 categories:
Project of the Year- Business
and Information Systems

Project of the Year- Engineering and Construction

2. 3 ﬁnalists will be selected under each category and each ﬁnalist
will receive the Merit Award.
3. Winner of each category will receive the SPMI POY Award.
Eligibility Criteria
1. The project must have been completed between September 01,
2012 and September 30, 2014.
2. The project must be implemented in Singapore or carried out by a
company based in Singapore or originated from Singapore.
3. The total size of project must meet following conditions:
3.1 Business and Information Systems Category: minimum budget of S$2mil, and 25 or more team members.
3.2 Engineering and Construction Category: minimum budget of
S$25mil, and 25 or more team members.
4. An organization cannot submit more than 3 projects per category
and may submit the projects in multiple categories.
5. The Project has not won the PMI Distinguished Project Award.
6. PMI afﬁliation is not necessary.

Evaluation Process
1. The evaluation process will be governed by the following bodies
comprising of neutral and capable members.
Name

Members

R&R

J udges 3 Senior Execu- •
Panel
tives belonging •
to the relevant industry

•

Evaluation
C o m mittee

3 Senior Project •
Managers/Directors belonging to
the relevant in- •
dustry

•

Govern the overall program
Provide guidance to the
Evaluation Committee and
the program team in designing and executing the
program.
Review the evaluation reports submitted by the
Evaluation Committee and
select the winner.
Review and approve the
evaluation criteria and process.
Obtain necessary guidance
from Judges Panel and perform the objective evaluation of the submitted projects.
Prepare evaluation report
and submit to the Judges
Panel.

Evaluation Committee will evaluate the project submissions according to the eligibility criteria and provide its evaluation report
to the Judges Panel.
2. Judges Panel will select 3 ﬁnalists for each category. The ﬁnalists
may be required to provide more details and conduct presentations in front of the Judges Panel.
3. Judges Panel will select the winner of each category and the results will be announced at the Awards Presentation Gala Dinner.
High-Level Schedule
Milestone

Timeline

Status

Announce Awards and Call
for Submissions

Aug-2014

Completed

End-date for Project Nominations

Nov-2014

Completed

Announce 3 Finalists per
Category

Jan-2015

In-progress

Awards Presentation Gala
Dinner

06-Feb-2015

Planned

The nomination process has just ﬁnished and we are glad to have
received strong interest and nominations from the local and global
organizations, including DBS, Standard Chartered Bank, Maybank,
IHiS, Roche, JTC, LTA, Faithful+Gould, Jacobs Engineering, Rockwell
Automation, RLB Consultancy, and Honeywell. Currently, the evaluation process is underway and the ﬁnal results will be announced in
January, 2015. Followed by Awards Presentation Ceremony and Gala
Dinner on Fri 06-Feb-2015.

